The Oslo method comprises a set of analysis techniques designed to extract nuclear level density and average γ-decay strength from a set of excitation-energy tagged γ-ray spectra. Here we present a new software implementation of the entire Oslo method in Python, called OMpy. In addition to the functionality of the original analysis code, it includes novel components such as a method to propagate uncertainties throughout the various steps of the Oslo method using a Monte Carlo approach. The error propagation is applied to data from different mass regions, consistently reproducing previous results and refining the quantification of uncertainties.
Introduction
One long-standing challenge in nuclear physics is to precisely determine nuclear properties at excitation energies above the discrete region and up to the particle threshold(s). This region, often referred to as the quasi-continuum, represents an excitationenergy region where the quantum levels are very closely spaced, leading to a significant degree of mixing (complexity) of their wave functions, but they are still not fully overlapping as in the continuum region. For the quasicontinuum, it has proven fruitful to introduce average quantities to describe the excited nucleus: instead of specific levels, the level density as a function of excitation energy is used, and instead of specific reduced transitions strengths B(XL) between a given initial and final state (B(E1), B(M 1), B(E2), ...), the average decay strength represented by the γ-ray strength function (γSF) is applied.
In addition to their key role in describing fundamental nuclear properties, both the level density and the γ-ray strength function are vital components for calculating cross sections and reaction rates for applications within nuclear astrophysics (nucleosynthesis) and for the design of nextgeneration nuclear power plants [1, 2, 3] . * j.e.midtbo@fys.uio.no
The Oslo method [4] allows for extracting the level density and the γSF simultaneously from a data set of particle-γ ray coincidences, and has been successfully applied to a range of nuclei of widely differing mass [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . However, the Oslo method consists of several, highly non-linear steps. This makes an analytical propagation of statistical and systematic uncertainties very difficult, and thus hampers a reliable uncertainty quantification for the final results. Systematic uncertainties related to the absolute normalization of the level density and γSF have been discussed in Ref. [10] , but uncertainty propagation from unfolding the γ spectra and the determination of the primary γ-ray distribution has so far not been addressed in a fully rigorous way. In lieu of this, an approximate uncertainty estimation has been used, which is described in Ref. [4] .
In this work, we approach the problem of uncertainty propagation using a numerical technique. By generating an ensemble of perturbed input spectra, distributed according to the experimental uncertainties, and propagating each ensemble member through the Oslo method, we can gauge the impact of the method on the uncertainties. In the following, we discuss the various steps in the Oslo method and present our new uncertainty propagation method. The capability of the new method is illustrated by applying it to experimental data.
The Oslo method
The starting point for the Oslo method is an E x -E γ coincidence matrix, i.e. a set of γ-ray spectra each stemming from an identified initial excitation energy E i . The standard version of the Oslo method constructs this matrix from coincidence measurements of γ rays and charged ejectiles following inelastic scattering or transfer reactions. An array of γ detectors measures the energy of the γ rays emitted, while a particle telescope determines the excitation energy from the outgoing charged particles. (For a detailed description, see e.g. [10] and references therein.) In the β-Oslo method [11] , E i is instead determined from the sum of γ rays measured with a segmented total absorption spectrometer, while the associated γ spectra from a given E i are obtained from the signals in the individual segments. In the inverse-Oslo method [12] , a heavy nucleus is accelerated and collided with a target consisting of light particles. The same detector combination is used as in the ordinary Oslo method, but a more elaborate analysis is necessary because the centre-of-mass frame of the collision is highly boosted. An example for 164 Dy of a coincidence matrix from a standard Oslo method experiment at the Oslo Cyclotron Laboratory is shown in panel a of Fig. 1 .
The first step of the Oslo method is to unfold, i.e., deconvolute the γ-ray spectra for each excitation energy to compensate for the detector response (Compton scattering, e + e − production, etc.). This is done using the unfolding method described in Ref. [14] . We reiterate the main points of the procedure in Appendix A. The unfolded 164 Dy spectrum is shown in Fig. 1b .
The second step is the determination of the firstgeneration, or primary, γ-ray spectrum for each excitation energy. Here, an iterative procedure is applied as described in Ref. [15] . We recapitulate some of the main points of the procedure in Appendix B. The resulting first-generation γ-ray matrix is shown in panel c of Fig. 1 .
The final step of the Oslo method consists of fitting the first-generation spectra to a product of two one-dimensional functions, namely the nuclear level density ρ(E x ) and the γ-ray transmission coefficient T (E γ ). The method relies on the relation
where P (E x , E γ ) is the first-generation spectrum F G(E γ ) Ex normalized to unity for each E x bin.
Furthermore, if we assume that the γ decay at high E x is dominated by dipole radiation, as strongly supported by data [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] , the transmission coefficient is related to the dipole γ-ray strength function f (E γ ) by the relation
The assumptions underpinning the decomposition of Eq. (1) are:
• The compound nucleus picture: We assume that the γ-decay from the excited nuclear state is independent of how the excited state was formed. This goes back to Bohr's theory for compound nuclei [21] and is supported by many experiments [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 6, 28, 16] • Fermi's golden rule: The probability of decay is, to first order in perturbation theory, proportional to the product of the density of final states ρ and the transition matrix elements | f |Ô|i | 2 , which is again proportional to the γ-ray strength function f (E γ ) [29, 30] • The generalized Brink-Axel hypothesis: The gamma-ray strength function f (E γ ) is independent of the initial and final states, i.e., it is the same for excitations and decays between any initial and final state that are separated by the energy E γ [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36] .
The next step is to make the fit of ρ(E x −E γ )T (E γ ) to data. First, we select a suitable bin size ∆E, typically 100−300 keV depending on the statistics, and rebin the first-generation matrix along both the E x and E γ axes to this bin size. We obtain the matrix of experimental decay probabilities, P exp (E x , E γ ), by normalizing the spectrum in each E x bin to unity. For the fit of ρ and T , we take the function value in each bin as a free parameter. For a given pair of trial functions (ρ, T ), we construct the corresponding matrix P fit (E x , E γ ) by
where N Ex is a normalization coefficient so that
We fit P fit by a χ 2 minimization approach, minimizing the weighted sumof-squared errors Using a χ 2 minimization is only strictly justified if the data being fit have a normal distribution. However, for sufficiently large values of the Poisson expectation value λ (see below), the normal distribution is a good approximation to the Poisson distribution, hence the χ 2 approach is justified. It is important to use a weighted sum rather than simply a sum of the residuals, to suppress the influence of bins with large uncertainties. This in turn makes uncertainty estimation important. As already mentioned, a shortcoming of the original Oslo method implementation has been the estimation of the uncertainty σ Pexp (E x , E γ ) in the denominator of the χ 2 fit. Due to the lack of a complete statistical uncertainty propagation, one has had to resort to an approximate uncertainty estimation based on a Monte Carlo scheme similar to the present work, but where only the first-generation spectrum is perturbed. This is discussed in detail in Ref. [4] . In OMpy, we have access to a proper uncertainty matrix σ Pexp . This, as well as the technicalities of the fitting procedure, will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
Uncertainty propagation by ensemble
We use an approach based on the Monte Carlo (MC) technique to estimate the statistical uncertainties in the Oslo method by an ensemble of randomly perturbed copies of the data set under study. To illustrate the method, we have chosen three experimental data sets, 163,164 Dy and 56 Fe. These data sets are from high statistics experiments, enabling us to focus on the uncertainties inherent in the Oslo method. They allow a comparison of the method's performance on even and odd nuclei, as well as between high-and low-mass nuclei. Our results will be compared to the original analyses, published in Refs. [6] and [16] , respectively.
The random variables are the experimental number of counts in each energy bin i in the raw E x -E γ coincidence matrix R. We assume that they are independent and follow a Poisson distribution with parameter λ i . The Poisson distribution P λ is given as
We take the number of counts k i in bin i of R as an estimate for the Poisson parameter λ i . Note that it is an unbiased estimator for λ i , since the expectation value k = λ. To generate a member matrix R l of the MC ensemble, we replace the counts in each bin i by a random draw from the distribution P ki . By this procedure, we obtain N ens matrices representing different realizations of the experiment. Defining r i as the vector of all N ens realizations l of bin i, we can calculate the sample standard deviation by
Of course, in the case of the raw matrix R, the standard deviation is trivial because it is given by the Poisson distribution (σ = √ λ). But the technique also allows us to estimate the standard deviation at later stages in the Oslo method -after unfolding, after the first-generation method and even after fitting the level density and γ-ray transmission coefficient. In Fig. 1 , we show the standard deviations in the raw (d), unfolded (e) and first-generation (f) matrices of the 164 Dy dataset based on N ens = 100 ensemble members.
With the first-generation matrix and its corresponding uncertainties at hand, we may proceed with the fitting of ρ and T . As discussed in the previous section, we obtain the experimental probability matrix P exp (E x , E γ ) by normalizing the firstgeneration matrix to unity in each E x bin. Similarly, we obtain the standard deviation matrix σ Pexp by normalizing the matrix of first-generation standard deviations with the same factor as the firstgeneration matrix itself. We use the Python package uncertainties to take proper care of correlations when normalizing [37] . We then carry out the χ 2 minimization by numerical minimization. Note that this is different from the original Oslo method implementation, where the minimum is found by iteratively solving a set of equations to obtain a solution satisfying ∂χ 2 /∂ρ = 0, ∂χ 2 /∂T = 0 for each bin of ρ and T [4] . After testing several off-theshelf minimizers, we have found that the modified Powell's method in the SciPy package works well [38, 39] . It is a gradient-free method that is good for noisy data. In Fig. 2 we show the resulting fit to the 164 Dy dataset. The γ-ray strength function shown in panel b is obtained from T using Eq. (2). By a first glance, the curves bear little resemblance to a level density or γSF. That is because the fit has not yet been normalized. In Ref. [4] , it is shown that the χ 2 fit is invariant under a Lie group G of transformations by three continuous parameters A, B and α:
Thus, the solution shown in Fig. 2 is just one of an infinite set of solutions to the fit. However, we stress that the degrees of freedom are limited to those given by G -i.e., the relative values between adjacent data points are uniquely determined by the fit. To obtain the physical solution, the level density and γSF need to be normalized to auxiliary data. Typically, one uses s-wave resonance spacings, D 0 , from neutron capture experiments as well as discrete levels to fix the level density normalization, and augment this by average total radiative width data, Γ γ , to normalize the γSF. It is important to note that the α parameter, which influences the slope (in a log plot) of the functions, is common (7) has been applied. The transformation parameters were chosen by eye to match the normalized functions from the original work of Ref. [6] , which are also shown.
to ρ and f . Hence, their normalizations are coupled together in the Oslo method.
Uncertainty estimation of the fit parameters
We estimate the uncertainty in ρ and f by performing the fit separately to each member of the ensemble of first-generation matrices. We use the same σ Pexp in all the χ 2 fits. From this ensemble of fits, we obtain the standard deviation in each data point. In Fig. 3 , we show the resulting fits for the 164 Dy data set. These have now had their G parameters adjusted to match the original analysis of Ref. [6] .
It is gratifying to see that overall, the analyses match each other closely. In Fig. 3a , the level density below ∼ 2 MeV exhibits the same structure of bumps attributable to the discrete level structure, and at higher E x the curves are practically identical. Similarly for the γSF in Fig. 3b , the data points follow each other closely, especially in the region between 2 and 6 MeV. A difference to note is that while the data points in the original analysis tend to be quite aligned, even with rather large error bars (such as for f in the region between 6 and 7 MeV), the neighbouring data points in the new fit show a larger scatter within their statistical uncertainties. This is a sign that the uncertainties are of the right order and are correctly represented. We note that the uncertainties estimated by OMpy are generally somewhat larger than in the original analysis.
Having established that OMpy works, we apply it to the other data sets as well. In Figs. 4 56 Fe fit, the story is different. There are striking differences between the uncertainties in the original analysis and the ones from OMpy. This is especially notable for the low-energy (< 2 MeV) part of the level density. We believe that this is a signature of the difference between an uncertainty estimation based on perturbations of the primary spectrum only, and a complete uncertainty propagation through unfolding and the first-generation method. In the latter case, the primary matrices will pick up more variation between ensemble members. For regions of the fit where the number of primary counts is fluctuating strongly, as in the low-E x region of 56 Fe, the counts may be shifted between neighbouring channels in the ensemble, resulting in significant differences in the fits to single data points. These fluctuations should be more significant in a lowermass nucleus like 56 Fe, since it has larger spacings in its low-lying level structure.
For Fig. 5 , we chose to represent the error bars as percentiles rather than standard deviations, to avoid the largest outliers. The lower and upper error bars are taken as the 15.9th and 84.1th percentile, respectively, corresponding to ±1σ uncertainty on a Gaussian distribution. However, the MC ensemble approach also opens for other useful ways to visualize the uncertainty in the data. In Fig. 6 , we have plotted the fits of ρ and f for each member of the ensemble using partially transparent curves. We have also drawn the mean value of all the fits as a separate curve, representing the best estimate at each data point. The plots illustrate how the large error bars are caused by large variability in the fit value of some bins between ensemble members. It should be pointed out that, since the plots are in logarithmic scale, the error bars are visually inflated at low function values (so it arguably looks worse than it is).
A subtle point regarding the uncertainty estimation requires mention. Even though the χ 2 is invariant, and the solutions thus degenerate, with respect to transformations under G, we see empirically that the fit for a given data set always converges to the same ρ and T , i.e., the same A, B and α normalization parameter set. We assume that this is also true when the data set is slightly perturbed. However, although we observe that they are very similar, it cannot be guaranteed that the ensemble of ρ and f fits that we use to determine the uncertainty in the fitted data points have exactly the same intrinsic normalization. To stabilise the solutions against the G degeneracy, we use the fitted ρ 0 , T 0 values of the unperturbed primary matrix as input parameters to the ensemble of fits for the uncertainty spread.
It would be worthwhile to search for other ways to quantify the ρ and f uncertainties that avoid this potential problem. It is however not trivial, since the only way to know the true normalization is to use auxiliary data. However, if all the ensemble members are normalized separately to auxiliary data, the intrinsic variation between the ensemble members gets mixed with the variation due to the 56 Fe fit. The blue dashed curves show the average of the ensemble of fits, while the partially transparent pink curves show the fits to each member of the perturbed ensemble. The latter have been plotted with low opacity to visualize the distribution of the curves -a darker color means more curves are overlaying each other, indicating a larger probability weight.
individually adjusted normalization parameters for each member. One conceivable way to avoid the problem is to perform a global fit to both the primary matrix and auxiliary data at the same time. This is however a technical challenge, and probably has to be done in a Bayesian setting with prior probabilities imposed on the parameters.
The importance of unfolding
An important source of uncertainty in the Oslo method comes from the unfolding of the detector response in the γ-ray spectra. To illustrate the effect of an erroneous unfolding in an extreme case, we have investigated what happens if the unfolding is neglected altogether. This means that we go straight from the raw matrix to the first-generation method. A comparison of fitted level densities and γ-ray strength functions to 164 Dy primary γ matrices with and without unfolding is shown in Fig. 7 . For this fit, we have not used the uncertainty propagation. Instead, we estimate the uncertainty matrix of the primary spectrum as σ Pexp = P exp . It is instructive to see what happens: The level density is almost unchanged, while the γSF is very different. Keeping in mind that the absolute value of the γSF is a free parameter, a direct comparison of the two may not be correct. However, since the level density is nearly identical, it means that the slope parameter α is common between the two γSF's. There are clear, qualitative differences between the two functions, most notably in the low-energy region below about 4 MeV. What appears in the unfolded γSF as a pronounced maximum around 3 MeV is washed out in the not-unfolded γSF by a very large enhancement that grows in and becomes very steep below about 1.5 MeV. This underlines the importance of having good control of the uncertainties from unfolding, as studies of structures in the lowenergy region of the γSF is one of the most widelyused applications of the Oslo method.
It is possible to utilize OMpy's error propagation functionality to estimate the systematic uncertainty due to unfolding. There are two main sources of systematic uncertainty: The iterative unfolding and Compton subtraction method itself, and the model of the detector response functions. The latter can be gauged by simulating an ensemble of different detector response functions that capture the breadth of physically reasonable response models, and applying the error propagation technique to them. The modelling itself requires use of auxiliary software such as GEANT4 [40, 41, 42] . The former uncertainty is more difficult to quantify. One avenue of approach would be to implement alternative unfolding algorithms (e.g. Refs. [43, 44] ) and compare the results. This is outside the scope of the present work.
Conclusions and outlook
We have presented OMpy, a complete reimplementation of the Oslo method in Python. We have demonstrated its ability to perform Oslo method analyses, confirming previous results and refining error quantifications.
We have discussed the importance of a correct detector response unfolding, especially for the γSF. OMpy opens the possibility for a thorough investigation of the systematic uncertainties related to the response functions. This will however require an effort to produce an ensemble of response functions using auxiliary software, and will be pursued in a subsequent work.
One of the reasons for writing OMpy in Python is, in addition to the transparency of the code, the ease with which it can be modified and coupled to the vast amount of other Python packages available [38, 45] . As an example, it may be of interest to try other unfolding methods than the one currently implemented, and this can be achieved with minimal modifications (see Appendix D). It is also possible to use OMpy's functions as inputs to other Python packages, e.g. to perform fits to Oslo-type data and auxillary data sources simultaneously.
Appendix A. Unfolding
Here we explain the unfolding technique presented in Ref. [14] , which is used both in the original Oslo method implementation and in OMpy. Let the detector response be modelled as a conditional probability distribution
encoding the probability that a γ ray with true energy E γ is detected with energy E γ . Given a true γ-ray spectrum U (E γ ), the folded spectrum F (E γ ), i.e. the spectrum seen by the detector, is then given by
By discretising into energy bins of width ∆E γ , it becomes a matrix equation
where P is the response matrix of discrete probabilities P kl = p(E γ,k |E γ,l )∆E γ . The unfolding procedure amounts to inverting this equation, to obtain U from F . However, a straightforward matrix inversion is ill-advised, as it will produce large, artificial fluctuations in U . Instead, the approach taken in the Oslo method is to use an iterative technique that successively approximates U . Letting R denote the measured spectrum, the algorithm is 1. Start with a trial function U 0 = R at iteration i = 0 2. Calculate the folded spectrum F i = P U i 3. Update the trial function to U i+1 = U i + ( R − F i ) 4. Iterate from 2 until F i ≈ R. The criterion for terminating the iterations is taken as a weighted sum of the root-mean-square error of F i − R and the level of fluctuations in U i . The fluctuations are estimated as l |U i,l −˜ U i |, where˜ U i is a smoothed version of the spectrum U i .
In addition to this, Ref. [14] presents a further refinement to the unfolding method known as Compton subtraction. It is used to further control the fluctuations in the unfolded spectrum. The basic concept behind it is to use the previously unfolded spectrum to decompose R into parts corresponding to the full-energy, single and double escape and annihilation peaks, and the "rest" which comes from
Compton scattering and similar processes. Each of these parts, save for the full-energy peak, are then smoothed with the detector resolution before they are subtracted from R. The resulting spectrum is then multiplied up to maintain the number of counts. The idea is that this gives an unfolded spectrum with the same statistical fluctuations as in the original spectrum R.
Appendix B. The first-generation method
Let F G(E γ ) Ex denote the first-generation γ-ray spectrum, i.e., the intensity distribution of γ-ray decay from a given excitation energy E x , as function of γ-ray energy E γ . Generally, the nucleus will decay from E x down to the ground state by emitting a cascade of γ rays, which forms the total γ-ray spectrum. The total, or all-generations γ-ray spectrum, denoted AG(E γ ) Ex , can be viewed as a superposition of the first-generation spectrum and a weighted sum of the all-generations spectra of excitation energies below,
Here, n(E x ) Ex is a normalization factor which corrects for the varying cross section to populate the E x bins, and w(E x ) Ex is a weight factor. The normalization factor can be estimated from the total γ-ray spectrum by the relation
where M (E x ) and N (E x ) denote the average γ-ray multiplicity and the total number of counts, respectively, at excitation energy E x . The average multiplicity can again be estimated from the spectrum by the relation
where E γ is the weighted-average γ-ray energy at excitation energy E x . The weight function w(E x ) encodes the probability for the nucleus to decay from E x to E x , and is in fact nothing but the normalized first-generation spectrum for E x ,
By rewriting Eq. (B.2), we obtain
This is a self-consistent set of equations for the F G spectra, which we solve by an iterative procedure, starting with a set of trial functions F G(E γ ) Ex and iterating until convergence is reached. In OMpy, the trial functions are chosen as constant functions, i.e. with the same value for all E γ . In the original implementation of the first-generation method, the trial functions are instead chosen based on a Fermi gas level density model [46] . We have checked with OMpy that this gives identical results as with constant functions.
Appendix C. Derivation of the Oslo method equation
Here, we derive the relationship between the distribution of primary γ rays, and the strength function and level density. Consider Fermi's golden rule [29, 30] , which says that the probability of decay from a specific initial state i into a quasi-continuum of final states f is given to first order in perturbation theory as
where ρ avail (f ) is the density of available final states f and B(σλ; i → f ) is the reduced transition probability. 1 The γ-ray strength function for a given multipolarity XL and for nuclear states with a given excitation energy E x , spin J and parity π is defined as [48] 
where · · · denotes an average over individual transitions in the vicinity of E γ , E x (in practice defined by the energy binning resolution), ρ J,π (E x ) is the density of spin-J, parity-π levels at energy E x and a XL is a constant. Taking the average over Eq. (C.2) in a vicinity around E x , E γ and substituting, we obtain
where E f = E x −E γ . In the Oslo method, since the decays happen at high E x , we assume that dipole radiation dominates. This is well supported experimentally [5, 49, 18, 19] . The selection rules dictate that dipole radiation changes the angular momentum J by at most one unit. For M 1, the parity is unchanged, while for E1 it flips. This determines the density of available final states for the decay,
The factor 3 comes from the distinction between levels and states.
3 For a nuclear level with a given J f , there are 2J f + 1 distinct magnetic substates. However, in an electromagnetic dipole decay, the total M quantum number cannot change by more than one unit, which means that only three of the magnetic substates are available, independent of J f . We may then write the average total dipole transition rate
where all constants have been grouped together and named C for brevity. Let us next define the total dipole strength function f 1 by
To factor the expression, we need to assume parity equilibration of the level density, i.e. ρ(E x , J, +) ≈ ρ(E x , J, −). Then we can write
where ρ(E x , J f , eq) denotes the level density of one parity, the notation emphasising the assumption of parity equilibration.
Assuming that E x is below the threshold energy for particle emission, and that dipole radiation dominates, Eq. (C.7) represents all possible decay modes. We may thus exploit probability conservation and write
where D is another normalisation constant. Note that the density of initial states cancels out. The final step is to remove the dependence on J and π, since we cannot discriminate between them experimentally. By the generalised Brink-Axel hypothesis, as discussed in the previous chapter, the strength function is approximately independent of E x , J and π, so we may write
The normalised, experimental first-generations matrix P (E x , E γ ) is a superposition of the individual P Ji,πi (E x , E γ ), weighted by the probability g pop (E x , J, π) to populate different spins and parities at each E x :
(C.10)
Inserting, this gives
Lastly, we may write the partial level density ρ(E x − E γ , J f , eq) as
where g int denotes the intrinsic spin distribution of the nucleus and ρ(E x ) is the total nuclear level density. Factoring out, we obtain
where we have defined
(C.15)
In the Oslo method, it is assumed that z(E x , E γ ) ≈ constant. This is not completely correct, but the correction is believed to be small. Setting z = const. results in the standard Oslo method equation,
for a suitable normalisation constant D.
Appendix D. Using OMpy
OMpy, as well as the following example script, is available from our repository on GitHub. 4 It is written to be flexible and to interface easily with the larger Python ecosystem. This is reflected in the design choices-for instance, all numeric arrays such as vectors and matrices are stored as Numpy objects, with all the functionality that comes with it. In the following, we give a short introduction to the use of OMpy. More comprehensive documentation can be found online in the Github repository.
OMpy is loaded into a Python environment by executing import ompy Typically, the user will want to begin by loading an input matrix of E x -E γ coincidences. OMpy supplies a custom class called a Matrix, which enables storage of two-dimensional spectra in memory along with their energy calibration information. To load a coincidence matrix from a MAMA file, dubbed raw matrix to distinguish it from the unfolded and firstgeneration matrices that the Oslo method extracts, do For one-dimensional spectra, OMpy supplies a corresponding class called Vector, with similar functionality.
With the raw matrix loaded and inspected, the user can proceed to do unfolding. This is done by the command unfolded = ompy . unfold ( raw , response_function , Ex_min , Ex_max , Eg_min , Eg_max , diag_cut , u s e _ c o m p t o n s u b t r a c t i o n )
Here, response_function indicates which response function to use from a list of available experimental response functions, the Ex_min , etc., give the limits for the unfolding, diag_cut places a diagonal cut on the matrix, and use_comptonsubtraction determines whether to turn on the Compton subtraction method from Ref. [14] . Next, the first generation method can be applied by firstgen = ompy . f i r s t _ g e n e r a t i o n _ m e t h o d ( unfolded , Ex_max , dE_gamma , N_iterations , multiplicity_estimation , a re a_ c or re ct i on )
Here, Ex_max is the maximum excitation energy to include, dE_gamma is the amount by which E γ is allowed to exceed E x due to experimental resolution, N_iterations is the number of iterations to use, multiplicity_estimation determines the method to use for multiplicity estimation (either "statistical" or "total", see Ref. [15] ), and area_correction determines whether to use the area correction described in Ref. [15] . The steps described above make up the core matrix manipulation routines of OMpy. We therefore provide a class which helps to streamline the process, called MatrixAnalysis. ma = ompy . Mat rixAnaly sis () # Load raw matrix : ma . raw . load ( fname_raw ) # Unfold the raw matrix and place it # in the v a r i a b l e ma . u n f o l d e d : ma . unfold ( * args ) # Apply first g e n e r a t i o n method # and get result in ma . f i r s t g e n : ma . f i r s t _ g e n e r a t i o n _ m e t h o d ( * args )
The class methods ma.unfold() and ma. first_generation_method() accept the same input arguments as their respective stand-alone functions. The advantage of the MatrixAnalysis class is that all parameter choices for the unfolding and first-generation method are stored within the class instance. For this reason, the MatrixAnalysis class is necessary when one wants to do uncertainty propagation, to ensure that the same settings are applied to each member of the ensemble. To perform the uncertainty propagation, instantiate the class ErrorPropagation with the instance of MatrixAnalysis as an input argument: The standard deviations matrices for raw, unfolded and firstgen are automatically calculated and put in the variables ep.std_raw, ep.std_unfolded and ep.std_firstgen, respectively.
To fit ρ and T to the first-generation matrix (also requiring ep.std_firstgen), do # I n s t a n t i a t e the fitting class : fitting = ompy . FitRhoT ( ma . firstgen , ep . std_firstgen , bin_width_out , Ex_min , Ex_max , Eg_min ) # Perform the fit : fitting . fit () # The fitted f u n c t i o n s are a v a i l a b l e # as Vector i n s t a n c e s : fitting . rho , fitting . T Here, bin_width_out gives the energy bin width of the resulting fit, and the other arguments determine the region of the first-generation matrix to fit to. To get the uncertainty on the fitted quantities, one can run the fitting for each member in the ensemble:
# Allocate arrays to store each e n s e m b l e # member fit : rho_ens = np . zeros (( N_ensemble_fit , len ( rho . vector ) ) ) T_ens = np . zeros (( N_ensemble_fit , len ( T . vector ) ) ) # As a trick , we copy the i n s t a n c e ma # and replace its matrix every i t e r a t i o n : import copy ma_curr = copy . deepcopy ( ma ) # Loop through all and perform fit : for i_ens in range ( N_ensemb le_fit ) : ma_curr . firstgen . matrix = \ ep . f irs t g e n _ e n s e m b l e [ i_ens , 
. Adding new features
OMpy is written with modularity in mind. We want it to be as easy as possible for the user to add custom functionality and interface OMpy with other Python packages. For example, it may be of interest to try other unfolding algorithms than the one presently implemented. To achieve this, one just has to write a wrapper function that has the same input and output structure as the function unfold(), found in the file ompy/unfold.py, and replace the calls to unfold() by the custom function.
It is our hope and goal that OMpy will be used as much as possible, and we are happy to provide support. Feedback and suggestions are also very welcome. We encourage users who implement new features to share them by opening a pull request in the Github repository.
